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methodology between digital surveys and their derivative 3D abstractions, not a

are in development all over the European countries. Thus, this paper delves into

more and more interconnected semantic technologies, proposing a consolidated
models. Moreover, the data interpretation operated by machines could be the most
the knowledge contents about buildings and monuments will be no longer intelligible
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a data management process actually

objects onto laser scan survey data” as

S. Garagnani

interventions on constructions. Many

especially all over the north American
in Europe, its real potential has been

and man-made digital abstractions

using accurate tools and consolidated
be backed by today’s computational
laser

scanning,

as

suggested

by
techniques applied to the already built

or

digital

photogrammetry

(whose
restorations and renovations lead to a

buildings is still challenging, since
the point clouds produced are then
compared to new construction tasks,

and better estimations on costs and
resources.

sources on techniques adopted and
process aims at a general abstraction
dedicated to the built environment, in

to author lean models whose elements

are almost missing or unshared across

architectural meaning related to their

in progress all over Europe, particularly
on monumental sites or consolidated
urban areas.

documentation or numerical sources

survey and digital representation, in
is more in general a process whose
misunderstandings

in

terms

and

as

reported

by

Eastman,

Sacks,

the actors involved in the process. The
misinterpreted,

improperly

used

to

building, where perhaps 3D parametric
primarily a database in which the

parametric objects, based on historic
architectural data, in addition to a
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behaviors over the long term.
These words are paramount in the
built environment, since they represent

many issues connected to the maturity

monumental or placed in historical
where all the data pertaining to the
subject, its development, its inner
historic essence and the evolutions
that occurred over time can be shared
practitioners

using

the

common

constructions, considering the digital

introduced considerable changes in
(paper

documents,

photographs,
in which the building process is
traditionally conceived by the involved
operational practices towards original
ones, implemented with advanced tools
able to relate to each other through

on the other. Technical English, as a

the process that can be implemented
at an industrial level through which
languages.

relationships.
From a commercial perspective, the

are assisted by digital technologies (in
asset initially in the public procurement
adopted also in the private sector.

several levels to combine the initial

that must be designed and that can

model to the real built architecture.

socially and productively.

individual industries cannot approach

Italian building by S. Garagnani, 2015).
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are pushing survey technologies in

inclusive data models, progresses
are encouraging, as written by Xiong

The continuous data browsing and

and data sharing in mind as quoted

transition as pointed out accordingly
by many European best practices and
regulations, which are introducing data

the whole process is necessary.

process

among

operators,

when

hard to comply with predetermined

or restorations have to be prepared
sources.
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to walls, trusses distribute their loads

components and their preservation are
variable parameters, their semantics
can be similar. This way, components’

just like the ones used to design new

in data layouts. Many case studies were

representing real elements are needed.
Again, components have to be acquired
and prepared. As a consequence, three

by

the object shapes, knowledge about
their identities and knowledge about
the relationships between elements.
While the last two aspects are generally

“smart

objects”,

architectural

semantics and undergoing analysis and
with each other. Smart objects are
they contain not only a morphological
built environment is although very
parameters, but interaction routines as
well (e.g., doors and windows belong

smartphone’s sensors detect all the head movements, so the model view is changed accordingly (Survey campaign, data processing, app development and BIM
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various stakeholders (maybe interested
with other components, materials and
“smart” components, slightly lighter in
computer’s memory and much more
editable than point clouds or polygonal

human operators cannot be directly

aimed

registered and divided objects can be
studied along with their relationships,

into segmented elements , many

these aspects represent important

studies during last years on historic
buildings can be proposed as a

consolidated

Following

a

methodology

approach,

segmented

regular parametric elements on the
The applied and severely tested pipeline
which architectural monuments are

survey, in which architecture is captured
in its morphology, where materials,
colors and shapes are documented

task and, generally, they can import

done by hand, then heavily subjective,
time-wasting and almost inaccurate. To

relationships between components, as

applications by commercial houses
will probably make this approach

on registered point clouds has to be
documentation and investigation.
heterogeneous, unsorted data set.
During this stage, points belonging to
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process, the common language that
would allow data sharing becomes
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presented in some pictures along this
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time digital simulations that are a
and architectural intents, as widely

digital transition in the built environment
is perhaps the data interpretation as
a prerogative meant to be a human
knowledge contents about buildings
and monuments will be no longer
intelligible only to the human perception,
through a shared digital language,

intervention through many alternatives,
restorations and renovations.
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